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The Money Mindset of a 7-Figure Entrepreneur

 
Your subconscious mind is responsible for 80-90% of your decisions & actions. The
money mindsets we each have are programmed stories we acquired as a child to
keep us safe and familiar. So you need to make sure your subconscious mind is
programmed for what you want, instead of just running on autopilot. 
 
Identifying what money mindset you have now as it applies to entrepreneurship is
the first step. Your brain needs your directions, input, and belief in order to get to
where you want to go… on purpose.
 
The following money mindset stages are to help you identify where you are now so
you can create your next level success.

Congrats! You are one step closer to your next
level of money mindset
 
As we grow our Money Mindset, we move
through levels. Becoming aware of your
thoughts and current money mindset and then
intentionally choosing the thoughts you want is
pivotal to reaching the next level of success you
want.  
 
Our brain needs to see things before it creates
things.
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Stagnant Starter Money Mindset

You are thinking of starting a business.
 
You are the stagnant starter who has thought of building a business many times,
but the thought is an overwhelming one at that. When you get a burst of motivation
and jot down your plan or take one step forward, it quickly gets sabotaged by
doubt, an unsupportive person close to you, not having enough money to get off
the ground, and limited time from your current job and lifestyle. Change seems hard
for you. Working for someone else has become your safety net.
 
What may be holding you back ...
Fear of failure is likely the number one culprit. You believe that failure is to be
avoided at all costs, instead of seeing it as a step towards greater success. Fear of
failure keeps you in the job you dislike, making money that’s never enough.
 
Always having a Plan B is definitely holding you back. When you do take a step
towards entrepreneurship, you view it as a hobby and know you can always go back
to your “real” job. Having a Plan B is keeping you from going all in, facing your fears,
and doing and becoming more than you ever imagined.
 
What to watch out for ...
Are you letting your current reality limit your future? Just because money has
always been tight, your family doesn’t support your dreams, you’re working multiple
jobs to make ends meet, does not mean it has to continue that way. Your current
thinking matches your current income.
 
Do you say all the time out of habit - “I’m not good enough.”, “I’ll never achieve the
success that so-and-so has.”, “I have to work hard for my money and even then I’ll
come up short.”or “Good things never happen to me.” All those limiting beliefs are
automated in your mind. Good news is, you have the power to reprogram your mind
and change your life.
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Motivated Manager Money Mindset

You are likely making under $10,000/month
 
You are the motivated manager which means you likely let others dictate how you
make decisions and you tend to focus on what you can lose, instead of what you can
gain. You’re motivated but you tend to worry more than you’re optimistic. But, you are
likely seeing now that this is what’s keeping you stuck.
 
What may be holding you back ...
You want everything perfect and it stands in your way of making progress. Sure you’ve
heard of progress not perfection, but you want to deliver only the best and you
certainly don’t want to fail, so you procrastinate or second guess every move.
 
You fear you’ll be “found out” and not be able to continue towards your goals. You put
on a strong face, do your best to put your best foot forward, but on the inside you’re
so worried “they” will figure out you’re not the expert you are or hope to be and your
business dreams will crumble.
 
You’re constantly striving. Striving for more money, more time, more wins, more
success. You do everything you can to make more money - but you feel stuck. You
get small wins and sales but then it is back to zero and having to strive to make it
happen!
 
What to watch out for ...
Are you playing small because your comfort zone feels better than the unknown? You
love certainty. Certainty is a game you know you can win. It’s all the “what ifs” and
“what’s next” of business that keeps you on the ground, instead of on a jet to financial
freedom and success. Are you being a lone wolf, trying to do it all on your own with a
scattered to-do list? You can’t see what the right goal is at the moment.  Your current
circumstances make it a challenge. Because you don’t have the clarity, you prefer to
go it alone because you don’t want to let anyone down or have anyone close see you
fail. You manage your goals through your to-do list and change your life.
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Conscious Creator Money Mindset

You are likely making $10,000+/month or think like someone who does! 
 
You’re the conscious creator who has seen some traction. You likely have a business
that is providing you a full time income, but you are always monitoring the bank
account, bills, and living in a state of worry about the sales staying consistent. Most of
it stems from the fact you’re making decisions out of circumstance, instead of
possibility.
 
What may be holding you back ...
You have big dreams but don't always know the right steps to take to get there.  You
are becoming conscious of your beliefs about the world of business, and all the
options can be confusing. Sometimes this can make you procrastinate - instead of
taking immediate action -  which keeps you from moving forward.
 
You have a strong grip on your brand and business and it’s keeping you from the
team you need. Because you have a personal brand, everything relies on you. Your
business won’t run without you, and that gets exhausting. You know freedom is out
there and outsourcing is on your to-do list, but you just don’t know where to start.
 
You are good at making plans and you start out strong towards them, but then you
lose steam 1-2 months later. A troll leaves a nasty comment and it knocks you out.
You are running your business pretty much on your own, and you get tired and can’t
keep up with your own pace. Once you start feeling behind, it demotivates you and
has you restrategizing and finding a new system to follow.
 
What to watch out for ...
Are you letting fear of the unknown hold you back or give you anxiety? Fear has a way
of sneaking in when we least expect it. Uncertainty about the right direction and not
seeing the full picture ahead is a hot spot for fear. The fear of failure is what keeps
you from playing big. You are scared of failing and being judged.
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Conscious Creator Money Mindset

Are you letting more information create more confusion and overwhelm? You are a
sponge for personal development, courses, and learning all the latest strategies,
funnels and systems. You feel excited learning new information, but then you feel
more pressure and confusion about what to implement. You’re always wondering
which is the right path to the success and freedom you want and it just gets down
right overwhelming.
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Inspired Influencer Money Mindset

You are likely making $50,000+/month + or think like someone who does!
 
You should be proud. You’re making money, likely have a team and you make
decisions based on what you can gain instead of lose. But, you still need to look in the
bank account to make sure bills are paid, and you have to monitor what you spend.
You have tasted success but are likely plateaued, and you know you need to change
something to hit the next level but aren’t sure what.
 
You are on your way to thinking like a 7-figure Success..
You are on your way to influence the world and have such big plans! The sky’s the
limit and the WiFi is free because the work never stops ;) The turbulence of the
journey still surprises you and throws you off balance a bit, but your big goals are
what keep you going. Abundance is in the air. You know abundance of money and
time freedom is available to you, you’re just waiting to actually experience it for
yourself when you land.
 
What may be holding you back ...
Your calendar is booked and your schedule is planned out - you have freedom and
flexibility in your day. That’s awesome...but it could be better. You really need to build
out your full dream team to take over the 95%, so you can do the 5%. You now need
to make sure that the most productive parts of your business are income generating
and not task related!
 
A key thing that keeps your schedule full and your team sparse is your belief that
money is available if you work hard for it- if you do not work hard, it does not happen.
That will lead you to burn out, fast.
 
Letting overwhelm creep in. You’ve got the vision and are on your way, but since you
don’t have a dream team supporting you, the overwhelm becomes unbearable at
times. Your mind is trying to juggle all the balls.
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Inspired Influencer Money Mindset

Are you still playing as big as you really should? 
Still doing some of the tasks yourself?
Does that money story just keep popping up telling you that you must work hard
for your money or that nothing good comes easy?

Negative words, even well-intended, make you question and pause, losing
momentum. You’re tough, but there are a few specific people that really get to you
and make you question everything.
 
What to watch out for ...

 
Be careful because if you don’t deal with these blocks, you will end up bringing on
team members with the same limitations, keeping you from the next level.
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Confident 7-Figure CEO Money Mindset

You are likely making $100,000+/month or think like someone who does!
 
Congrats, you have freedom, you’re making massive impact, making decisions based
on vision and you have an abundant flow of money coming into your business. You
can buy things when you want and you don’t notice it because it doesn’t impact your
bank account.
 
You realize that your worth has nothing to do with anything you produce. You are
grounded by your identity as a purpose-driven, high achiever. The world needs what
you are offering, which is why you are always looking to improve yourself and your
mindset! 
 
What may be holding you back…
You are at a place that you need to show up big and not let any of those limiting
stories hold you back! Are you stepping into your zone of genius 100% of the time
and always working only on the 5% activities ? Are you showing up as big as your
vision is? As you continue to grow - you will want to be aware of any  beliefs about
yourself, your business, time, and money that will keep you from hitting even bigger
levels of success .
 
You have a team that you value because you know your business wouldn’t be where
it’s at now without them, but they may not be the ones to take you all the way. You
may not have built out the team that can replace you. Do they need more training or
do they need to be replaced? You’re ready for the dream team that keeps your
business running like clockwork with or without you. Your role is to lead and prime the
vision for your team to fulfill and you’re ready to step up to the next level with them.
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Confident 7-Figure CEO Money Mindset

What to watch out for….
Are you changing your schedule to accommodate your mood? It’s great when you
wake up feeling motivated and amazing about your day, but that’s also become your
downfall on the days you’d prefer to ‘play hooky’ to go golfing or to the spa. Is there
something you’re avoiding on your “off” days? Do you lean into resistance?Be on the
lookout for innovative ways you can stay in your zone of genius,instead of slipping
back into “doing” due to lack of trust or needing control. Your team is there to keep
you in the place where you can provide the most impact and value. Always ask
yourself - Is this the 5% activity that will take my vision to even bigger places?!
 
 
 
The wonderful thing about the brain is that there is always room for growth and you
are the creator of your thoughts and reality. Though you may not be where you want
to right now in your money mindset, you can begin to train your brain for
breakthrough results!  
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